Grade 7 Numeracy Performance Standards: Quick Scale
After you have assessed all questions, represent the student’s overall performance of the task as
this is the result that will be entered into the scoring sheet. For easy data entry, circle or
highlight E for Emerging, D for Developing, or P for Proficient on the top of each task.
Use the following rubric to guide your overall assessment.

Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Does not identify or apply

Identifies/applies

Identifies/applies concepts and

concepts and procedures &

concepts/procedures and

procedures and strategies needed

strategies needed

strategies needed for most parts of

for all parts of the task

task (may not be best choice)
Does not show understanding of
relevant concepts; explanations

Shows partial or limited

Shows understanding of relevant

are incomplete or illogical

understanding of relevant

concepts; explanations are logical

concepts; explanations may be

and complete

Limited accuracy in applying
procedures

Tasks are incomplete

incomplete
Partially accurate and/or complete;
some errors; may have needed

Accurate with some minor errors
or omissions

support to complete task
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Grade 7 Numeracy Performance Standards: Quick Scale
(Algebra)
After you have assessed all questions, represent the student’s overall performance of the task as
this is the result that will be entered into the scoring sheet. For easy data entry, circle or
highlight E for Emerging, D for Developing, or P for Proficient on the top of each task.
Use the following rubric to guide your overall assessment.
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Does not identify or apply

Identifies/applies

Identifies/applies concepts and

concepts and procedures &

concepts/procedures and

procedures and strategies needed

strategies needed

strategies needed for most parts of

for all parts of the task

task (may not be best choice)
Does not show understanding of
relevant concepts; explanations

Shows partial or limited

Shows understanding of relevant

are incomplete or illogical

understanding of relevant

concepts; explanations are logical

concepts; explanations may be

and complete

Limited accuracy in applying

incomplete

procedures

Accurate with some minor errors
Partially accurate and/or complete;

Tasks are incomplete

or omissions

some errors; may have needed
support to complete task

Example

Example

Example

Some understanding of question is shown
but there are significant errors showing
that concept is not well understood.
An attempt was made but, task is

incomplete & inaccurate, understanding
of concept is not shown

In #7a, work is shown and understanding is
evident but solution is missing. In part b,
solution for part a is implied and
understanding of concept is shown, task is
complete, explanation is clear.
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Grade 7 Numeracy Performance Standards: Quick Scale
(Fractions, Decimals, Percents & Ratios)
After you have assessed all questions, represent the student’s overall performance of the task as
this is the result that will be entered into the scoring sheet. For easy data entry, circle or
highlight E for Emerging, D for Developing, or P for Proficient on the top of each task.
Use the following rubric to guide your overall assessment.
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Does not identify or apply

Identifies/applies

Identifies/applies concepts and

concepts and procedures &

concepts/procedures and

procedures and strategies needed

strategies needed

strategies needed for most parts of

for all parts of the task

task (may not be best choice)
Does not show understanding of
relevant concepts; explanations

Shows partial or limited

Shows understanding of relevant

are incomplete or illogical

understanding of relevant

concepts; explanations are logical

concepts; explanations may be

and complete

Limited accuracy in applying

incomplete

procedures

Accurate with some minor errors
Partially accurate and/or complete;

Tasks are incomplete

or omissions

some errors; may have needed
support to complete task

Example

Example

Example

Some understanding of question is shown
but some key understandings are not
evident.

An attempt was made but, task is

incomplete & inaccurate, understanding
of concept is not shown

In #7 the order is reversed (likely due to
misreading of question) but understanding of
concept is shown, task is complete, explanation
is clear.
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Grade 7 Numeracy Performance Standards: Quick Scale
(Integers)
After you have assessed all questions, represent the student’s overall performance of the task as
this is the result that will be entered into the scoring sheet. For easy data entry, circle or
highlight E for Emerging, D for Developing, or P for Proficient on the top of each task.
Use the following rubric to guide your overall assessment.
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Does not identify or apply

Identifies/applies

Identifies/applies concepts and

concepts and procedures &

concepts/procedures and

procedures and strategies needed

strategies needed

strategies needed for most parts of

for all parts of the task

task (may not be best choice)
Does not show understanding of
relevant concepts; explanations

Shows partial or limited

Shows understanding of relevant

are incomplete or illogical

understanding of relevant

concepts; explanations are logical

concepts; explanations may be

and complete

Limited accuracy in applying

incomplete
Accurate with some minor errors

procedures
Partially accurate and/or complete;
Tasks are incomplete

some errors; may have needed

Example

Examples

or omissions

support to complete task
Example

Some understanding of the question is
shown, order is correct but space between
An attempt is not made - incomplete,
question mark indicates student does not

numbers is not proportional.
_________________________________

know how to approach the problem

Answer is not correct due to order of
operations error, but some understanding

Understanding of concept is shown,
mistake (highest daytime temp, rather
than nighttime temp) may have been due
to incorrect reading of question, but most
of task is done correctly and
understanding of integers is evident.

of integers is shown
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Grade 7 Numeracy Performance Standards: Quick Scale
(Multiplication and Division)
After you have assessed all questions, represent the student’s overall performance of the task as
this is the result that will be entered into the scoring sheet. For easy data entry, circle or
highlight E for Emerging, D for Developing, or P for Proficient on the top of each task.
Use the following rubric to guide your overall assessment.
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Does not identify or apply

Identifies/applies

Identifies/applies concepts and

concepts and procedures &

concepts/procedures and

procedures and strategies needed

strategies needed

strategies needed for most parts of

for all parts of the task

task (may not be best choice)
Does not show understanding of
relevant concepts; explanations

Shows partial or limited

Shows understanding of relevant

are incomplete or illogical

understanding of relevant

concepts; explanations are logical

concepts; explanations may be

and complete

Limited accuracy in applying

incomplete

procedures

Accurate with some minor errors
Partially accurate and/or complete;

Tasks are incomplete

or omissions

some errors; may have needed
support to complete task

Example

Example

Example

Some understanding of question is shown

Understanding of concept is shown, task

An attempt was made but, task is

incomplete & inaccurate, understanding
of concept is not shown

but the strategy chosen is not the best

is complete, explanation is clear
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Grade 7 Numeracy Performance Standards: Quick Scale
(Patterns)
After you have assessed all questions, represent the student’s overall performance of the task as
this is the result that will be entered into the scoring sheet. For easy data entry, circle or
highlight E for Emerging, D for Developing, or P for Proficient on the top of each task.
Use the following rubric to guide your overall assessment.
Emerging

Developing

Proficient

Does not identify or apply

Identifies/applies

Identifies/applies concepts and

concepts and procedures &

concepts/procedures and

procedures and strategies needed

strategies needed

strategies needed for most parts of

for all parts of the task

task (may not be best choice)
Does not show understanding of
relevant concepts; explanations

Shows partial or limited

Shows understanding of relevant

are incomplete or illogical

understanding of relevant

concepts; explanations are logical

concepts; explanations may be

and complete

Limited accuracy in applying

incomplete

procedures

Accurate with some minor errors
Partially accurate and/or complete;

Tasks are incomplete

or omissions

some errors; may have needed
support to complete task

Example

Example

Example

An attempt was made but, task is

incomplete & inaccurate, understanding
of concept is not shown
First part of question is complete and

partial understanding is shown, but it is
incomplete

Understanding of concept is shown, an

expression is omitted but understanding is
evident with words.
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